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Abstract:

Prototyping is a technique frequently used in the early stages of software development, but often prototypes
are discarded or the provided information manually transferred into further steps of the software production.
An open issue in industry and research is the automated reuse of valuable information included in these
prototypes. We propose to build a tool that transforms prototypes into models. It is based on model-driven
engineering concepts. In this paper, we present a first proof of concept for such a tool. For the validation, we
built a mockup based prototype and a plugin for the transformations. The prototype and the generated analysis
models were presented to potential end-users of software development companies. They confirmed the need
for tool support for reusing information provided by prototypes and considered transforming prototypes into
NDT suite models the most appropriate solution for them.

1

INTRODUCTION

Prototypes are nowadays very often part of the
software development. They are used among others
by requirement engineers to check if the solution
planned will satisfy the expectations of the clients; in
an ideal situation showing these prototypes also to
end-users. There is a lot of literature that supports the
fact that prototypes are an excellent tool to
communicate with users (Escalona et al., 2008) that
companies tend to use them in an effective way
(Rivero et al., 2014) also for other purposes like
validation and testing of concepts, processes,
technologies, etc.
However, there are also some problems with using
prototypes. They are usually developed together with
clients at the beginning of the life cycle, are validated
and then generally fall into disuse or are discarded
(Sánchez-Villarín et al., 2019). For this reason, there
is a tendency not to invest many resources in the socalled throw-away prototypes. Many times this
decision results to be a failure because later in the
a
b
c
d

development if the final product does not represent
what the client expects, prototypes have to be rebuilt,
spending more resources and delaying the project
(Budde et al., 1992).
In this context, the idea for the SocietySoft project
was born. This project is based on the affirmation that
dedicating resources to prototypes to improve
communication with users is a great investment to
guarantee the quality of the final product, and that it
can be considered a profitable aspect if prototypes can
somehow be reused in the production lifetime cycle
(Hehn & Uebernickel, 2018). The SocietySoft project
works on, using model-guided engineering, to
generate automatically analysis models like
requirements and user interface models, from the
prototypes. In that way gaining time in the first steps
of the software development.
The project started with a systematic study of the
literature (SLR) (Sanchez et al., 2019). The main
conclusion of the SLR is a current lack on suitable
approaches and tools that perform transformations
while maintaining traceability, and subsequently
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obtain requirements or other elements of analysis, as
well as focus on the user and the company.
The lack of work regarding tools that allow the
reuse of prototypes documented in the SLR produces
directly a new research question. Is the development
of such a tool interesting? Within the scope of the
SocietySoft project we developed a draft version of a
prototype reuse tool and, currently, we are trying to
prove its value in both the research and the enterprise
environment.
Proof of concept and software validation in real
environments are important and usually difficult to
implement very often due to time to market issues. In
the academic area, validations are made by students
or researchers, where the conditions of an industrial
environment are almost impossible to be simulated
(Salman et al., 2015). Thus, the functionality
provided by the resulting software tools developed in
the academic area is very often far away from the
solutions required by the industry (Escalona et al.,
2007).
In order to evaluate our tool in an enterprise
environment, a set of proof of concepts were
executed. In this paper, we present the results of the
first proof of concepts performed in two companies.
The paper is structured as follow. Section 2
presents an overview of the SocietySoft project.
Section 3 presents the objectives of a proof of
concepts and its implementation. Section 4 presents
the validation performed by two companies. Section
5 presents the lessons learned in the proof of concepts
and Section 6 gives an overview of some related
work. Finally, Section 7 concludes with the next steps
to be carried out within the scope of the project.

2

THE SOCIETYSOFT PROJECT

Information and communication technologies (ICT)
have changed the way in which society at all levels
manages its life. The SocietySoft project focuses on
the ICT sector and more specifically aims to offer
solutions that come from the academic world to
strengthen software consulting companies through
innovation mechanisms that allow them to compete in
the new market niches opened by the Digital Society.
For companies to be competitive in the
development of these types of products, it is
necessary that they provide substantial improvements
for their customers. The development of quality
software reducing costs is a constant search and
projection of software companies.
When it comes to ICT systems or solutions aimed
at society, that is, systems aimed at providing
366

solutions to groups of people, the situation is largely
measured by the capacity that the software offers
when it comes to interacting and being accessible and
friendly to that society. However, classically, in
software development for society, the focus is on
technology, forgetting that it must be people-oriented
software.
As society evolves towards a Digital Society,
technologies and solutions must evolve with that
society. When facing a software project, there are two
different teams: the technical teams (engineers,
programmers, etc.) and the functional teams (users,
clients, etc.). Until now, most of the solutions
developed by companies were oriented towards
technical teams, to facilitate their work and help them
“become aware” and “blend in” with the needs of the
functional teams. But, due to the fact that these
functional teams are increasingly digital, it is
necessary for companies to begin to think of them as
active and participatory teams that should have a say
in their own developments. This of course is not an
easy task and requires solutions that guide companies
in the sector towards this new change of perspective.
The essential idea of the SocietySoft project is the
development of a technology that arises from the need
that we have detected both at a research and business
level and which consists of the development of a tool
for designing transferable prototypes.
For this, two core technologies are selected:
 Mockups for building navigable prototypes as the
starting point. The project team has already used
prototyping as an efficient technique to facilitate
communication with customers and users (Huber
et al. 2020) in previous projects (Torrecillas et al.
2015).
 Model-driven engineering (MDE) for the
development process (Topcu et al 2016) (Abrahao
et al 2017). The NDT-Suite tool was developed by
members of the project team and successfully
applied in several industrial projects. For the
systematization of processes and tasks in software
construction (Escalona et al 2008), NDT suite
allows among others the automatic transformation
of requirements models into analysis and testing
models needed in further stages of the
development life cycle of a software product.
In short, within the scope of the SocietySoft project,
a tool prototype is developed, that provides an
interface for creating navigable prototypes based on
mockups. These screens will be stored in a structured
way as an instance of a specific metamodel. This
instance will be transformed, through model-guided
engineering, into another model that will be the basis
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for the generation of a system requirements
catalogue.
Figure 1 shows a high-level model of the
architecture of the proposed tool solution. The
functional team can develop its mockup using a tool
(in the example used of the proof of concept, this tool
was Microsoft PowerPoint, A in Figure). When the
functional team creates the mockup, in fact, they are
creating a model as an instance (B1) of an abstract
interface metamodel (B). In the SocietySoft a set of
Query-View-Transformations (QVT) was defined.
These transformations allow generating a System
Requirements Metamodel (C) from the abstract
Interface Metamodel. Thus, the tool implements these
transformations in a transformation engine (C1). With
this environment, the model generated by the
functional team (B1) can automatic generate a set of
Systems Requirements Models (D1), that is, an
instance of the System Requirements Metamodel (D).
The result of these transformations is presented as
analysis models (use cases, activity diagrams and
class diagrams) that can be interpreted by NDT-Suite,
the tool of our methodology NDT (E).
Thus, the automatic transformation is supported in
the plugin based on:
 Metamodels that are carried out according to the
principles defined by the IFML standard (B and
D).
 Transformations described in QVT (C) are
implemented in a transformation engine (C1)
that allows their automatic execution.

reduced, but also the generation of errors in the early
stages of the development process can be minimized.

3

The theoretical solution proposed by the SocietySoft
project is promising and responds to concrete needs
observed in enterprises by the team in previous
projects (Escalona et al., 2007). A practical solution,
i.e. the tool implemented to support the theoretical
approach requires a set of decisions regarding the user
interface, selection of technologies, plugins for
existing tools, etc. Taking such decisions is not an
easy task and implies significant risks for the
acceptance of the final product by the end users.
Therefore, the validation of software products in
the industrial environment where they will be used in
the production software in the future is an important
aspect of a software project. When the validation is
performed as an initial step it is also known as proof
of concept or feasibility study.
A proof of concept consists of the construction of
a model or demo in order to evaluate the feasibility of
a functional requirement, the development of a
software component, the acquisition of a product, or
a combination of all of them. However, the decision
of performing a proof of concept depends on the
complexity, the risks and the costs of the project and
of the practicability of the proof of concept itself.

3.1

Figure 1: Abstract SocietySoft Tool Architecture.

In the solution proposed above, the knowledge
about the new software to be built is captured in these
prototypes for being “reused” automatically to
generate the system requirements models. Thus, the
cost of defining and validating requirements is

PROOF OF CONCEPT

Aim and Preconditions

The proof of concept is frequently used in industry as
a mechanism to value the capacity of a solution before
to develop it. It consists in a short validation by a set
of suitable stakeholders of an idea sketched in a demo
or a very simplified prototype that The expectation is
to obtain critical feedback on the viability of the
project (Dingsøyr et al. 2018).
The following aspects must be considered when
the realisation of a proof of concept is decided:
 Risks and complexity of the project should be
high. If the risk is low, the resources and the time
to build the proof are usually not profitable.
 The proof should be evaluated according to
clearly defined objectives. If possible including
what to measure, how to measure it and how the
evaluation should be carried out.
 A specific period has to be allocated in order to
have enough time to obtain the required feedback
and results.
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 The proof must be an integral part of the project
implementation strategy, having been duly
planned and documented, including the time and
effort necessary for its analysis, design, and
implementation.
In our case, the proof of concept was necessary due
to a high risk of user acceptance of the final software
product of SocietySoft, which requires an investment
of a large amount of time and resources. We defined
a proof of concept process adapting the pragmatic
guide provided by Zuci Systems (Vivek, 2020) to the
context of our project.

3.2

Implementation

The proof of concepts for the SocietySoft tool aimed
to determinate the feasibility of a transformation tool
for navigable prototypes designed in PowerPoint into
user interface prototypes of the tool Enterprise
Architect, as shown in Figure 1. Last ones should be
appropriated to interact with the tool NDT-Suite. The
NDT plugin supports a complete model-driven
approach, especially requirements engineering in the
development of software products, mainly web
applications.
The proof of concepts follows a series of steps
depicted in the activity diagram shown in Figure 2.
Our first step and the more time consuming was
to build a draft version of the plugin for the
transformations. It was developed and installed into
Enterprise Architect in the NDT-Suite.
Another activity was the design of a very simple
navigable prototype using the tool Microsoft
PowerPoint. This prototype comprised different
elements. The goal is to check whether the tool can
transform a variety of elements like buttons and text
boxes.
In addition to the navigable prototype and the
plugin, we selected a first set of appropriate
companies for the proof of concepts. This paper
presents only the preliminary execution of the proof
of concept. The reader is referred to the next section
for a brief description of the two companies and the
feedback obtained.
The simple navigable prototype consists of a
couple of slides; two of them are described in detail
in the following. The first one represents a form of
terms and conditions, consisting of a text box with the
terms and conditions, and two buttons, one to accept
it and another to reject it (see Figure 3). The second
one is a basic creation form including input boxes to
write a date, an email, and a text as well as a button
to send these data (see Figure 4).
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Figure 2: Process for the proof of concept.

The next step of the proof is to perform the
transformation to obtain the navigable prototype in
NDT. This transformation has been made using an
automatic conversion between XMIs. PowerPoint has
an XMI which includes information on the number of
slides, the number of elements in each slide, their
shapes, colours, position, etc.
The XMI is imported into Enterprise Architect
and will be converted to specific XMI format needed
for the navigable prototypes in NDT.
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The code of the transformation has been written
using the language Kotlin, which includes libraries to
easily interact with PowerPoint, like Apache Poi.
Finally, the navigable prototype in Enterprise
Architect is generated from the imported XMI by the
plugin installed in the Enterprise Architect.

prototype in which the different interface elements
like buttons, input fields and text boxes were
generated as depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The
internal representation corresponds to the XMI of the
NDT metamodel.

Figure 3: Prototype term and conditions in PowerPoint.
Figure 6: Prototype basic form in EA.

4

EXECUTION OF THE PROOF
OF CONCEPTS

The last step of the proof of concept is the validation
by the selected companies, in our case, Everis and
G7Innovation. Their feedback will be useful for
planning the next versions of our tool solution.
Figure 4: Prototype basic form in PowerPoint.

4.1

Everis

Everis is an NTT DATA Company, dedicated to
consulting and outsourcing in all sectors. Everis has
24500 professionals across Europe, USA, and Latin
America.
For the proof of concept, we arranged with the
Everis team a meeting using the platform Microsoft
Teams. In that meeting, we made a presentation in
which the most important aspects of the proof of
concepts were presented, as well as the tool
developed for the proof of concept.
The main conclusions of their validation are:

Figure 5: Prototype term and conditions in EA.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the two pages of the
NDT-Suite prototype that were generated
automatically based on the navigable prototypes
designed
in
Microsoft
PowerPoint.
The
transformation produced an almost identical





Interest of Everis in the developed tool as it is
closely related to the development process used
in the company.
Check whether PowerPoint could be replaced
by another alternative prototyping tool that
offers identification of model structures.
Align the export to the XMI versions 1.1 and
2.1, both used in Everis. This will avoid future
problems of compatibility.
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4.2

A communication channel will be maintaining
between Everis and the SocietySoft team to
update them with new versions of the tool.
Possibility of physically attending the Everis
Zaragoza offices to make a presentation of the
product.

G7Innovation

G7Innovation is a technology-based company, based
in Seville (Spain) with a focus in the development of
ICT solutions applied to clinical and health
management and characterised by a high level of
innovation. The multidisciplinary group of computer
engineers, healthcare personnel and experts in
business management of G7Innovation, has extensive
experience in the health sector.
For the validation of our approach, the same
presentation prepared for Everis was used in the
Skype meeting with G7Innovation showing the most
relevant and essential aspects for the proof of
concepts.
In the meeting all the points of the presentation
and the conclusions obtained with Everis were raised.
As a result, G7Innovation agreed in almost all points
with Everis, stressing the need to search for other
software instead of PowerPoint for prototyping. They
explained how they currently perform prototyping,
mentioning that the tool for navigable prototypes we
propose in the proof of concept would be highly
beneficial for its company.

5

LESSONS LEARNED

Thanks to the completion of these proof of concepts,
the junior members of the project team could better
understand the concept of proof of concept. They
could appreciate its relevance for a project that aims
to develop a tool or extend the functionality of a tool
in order to analyse its feasibility and impact.
In addition, the possibility of validating the tool
prototype with real companies allowed us to better
understand the acceptance of such a tool and the
improvements required by real potential users.
Specifically, we received a suggestion for the use
of an online tool for designing mockups, which is
more appropriate for the companies. We will analyse
these prototyping alternatives in detail and report
accordingly in future works.
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6

RELATED WORK

Many works report on the need for a proof of concept
before a software development project is started.
Some of them report on how they performed such a
proof of concept and on who was involved in such
proof. Our focus was on efforts using storyboards
(Rasheed et al, 2019), dashboards (Croon et al, 2015)
or mockups (Rivero et Conte, 2013; Rivero et al. 2014
& 2019) due to similarities to our project.
For example, Croon et al (2015) proved the idea
of a dashboard based tool to identify patients in need
of follow-up. They used a rapid prototyping
methodology. The prototype was evaluated by 12
students and 15 general practitioners.
The technique WebDUE (Web Design Usability
Evaluation) and the Mockup DUE tool proposed by
Rivero & Conte (2013) to evaluate the usability of
web applications was instead only evaluated by a
group of students in the academic field. However,
their work is interesting from the point of view of the
use of mockups for inspection and annotation in the
web design.
Mockups is as well the technique selected as a
starting point by Rivero et al. (2011, 2014) for the
software development process. The Mockup Modeldriven (MockupDD) approach generates user
interface models based on model transformations and
metamodels. Their aim – similar to ours – is to avoid
the loss of information included in the mockups.
Rasheed et al. (2019) propose an interesting
approach for merging the concepts of storyboarding
and metamodel. Their aim is to automate the creation
of evolutionary prototypes. An online booking
application is used as a case study to validate their
approach showing that their metamodel is capable of
generating both simple as well as complex
storyboards. A proof of concept in an industrial
environment is neither reported nor planned neither in
Rasheed et al (2019) nor Rivero et al (2011, 2014).

7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORKS

This paper presents a preliminary work in the context
of the SocietySoft project. SocietySoft proposes that
if a suitable tool for reusing navigable prototypes
developed in the early stages of a software
development project could help companies to make a
bigger investment in their development and
validation.

Prototypes as Starting Point in MDE: Proof of Concept

In order to evaluate the suitability of a tool based
on the model-driven paradigm and its acceptance in
the industrial environment, a proof of concept was
executed in two companies. This paper describes how
the proofs of concept were planned, carried out and
the results obtained. These results indicate that there
is indeed a need for tool support for reusing
information provided by mockups and that
transforming them into models of NDT suite is the
right kind of tool.
We concluded that the proof of concept was a
success, regarding the interest and acceptance in real
environments of the tool for transforming prototypes
into models. Our investment of time and resources in
building this very simple prototype and the draft
version of the plugin were affordable. In addition, the
companies guaranteed future support, meetings for
the control of the tool, and the test in the internal
development area of the companies once a stable
version is available.
However, this proof of concept is preliminary. An
important future work is to try to improve it.
Obviously, feedback of two companies may not be
enough. We plan further proof of concepts in other
companies to evaluate the suitability of our tool.
A next step then will be the construction of the
complete SocietySoft tool comprising the prototype
design and the plugin for importing the prototype and
transforming it into models. In this sense, the next
concrete steps would be the development and testing
of the transformations to obtain the elements of
analysis, such as system requirements. Therefore,
first, we will check and eventually change the
prototyping tool from PowerPoint to an online tool
with community support such as draw.io. This tool
has to fulfil our requirements of exporting in XML
format in a way that allows us to obtain appropriate
transformations for our NDT plugin. In addition, we
have to refactor the code of the plugin developed to
C# in order to obtain greater efficiency.
For our beta version of the tool, we plan an
experimentation and validation following the best
practices of Juristo & Moreno (2001). They propose
the following phases for the lifecycle of the
validation: goal definition, design of the experiment,
execution of the experiment, and analysis of the
results.
With all this, we will be able to get a complete
tool, which allows maintaining traceability between
the prototype and the model elements, with the cost
reduction and time savings that this implies.
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